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Ever wonder what makes the wind blow? Or where clouds come from, or rain? Every day you
experience weather, but why do you experience the weather you do? Award-winning science writer
Seymour Simon and the Smithsonian Institution have come together to bring you this new edition of
one of the most popular books on weather, a subject that changes every day.
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Fhois
Very informative, and pictures are great. I was hoping it would be good for an eleven year old, not
sure he enjoyed it as much as I did.
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Gaua
This is a good basic book on weather. I thought it might be more advanced than it is, but this is a

good start for young students interested in meteorology or for anyone looking for basic information.
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Kendis
I love the books by Seymour Simon. As a teacher I am always looking for nonfiction books that are
not too difficult for elementary school children. The books always have accurate information and
colorful photographs. My students ask for these books daily. I highly recommend these to other
teachers and parents.
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Just what you would expect from this well-respected science writer for children. Plenty of
information for anyone through 6th or 7th grade, but not too hard for a read aloud for younger kids.
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Tehn
This book arrived very quickly and in perfect condition. I bought this book for my grandson. During
the summer he has to read a book a day. These Smithsonian books are very interesting to him so he
loves to read them. They were made for his age group and the pictures really keep him interested.
I would recommend these books to my friends. I am happy with this purchase.
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